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Abstract
To achieve a better understanding of the relationship between
syntactic parsing and prosodic phrasing in speech production
cross-linguistically, we investigated how syntactic constituents
map onto a high-dimensional acoustic space of prosodic phras-
ing in two read-speech corpora of Mandarin and English with
syntactic annotations. The left and right edges of the con-
stituents from the syntactic parsings were used as a proxy for the
relative strength of the syntactic boundaries. A wide range of
acoustic cues capturing pauses, duration cues, F0, energy, and
voice quality cues were extracted. Our results showed that there
is a clear correlation between the strength of syntactic bound-
ary and prosodic phrasing, and the syntax-prosody mapping is
much stronger for the right boundaries than for the left bound-
aries. Moreover, the prosodic realization of syntactic bound-
aries is gradient (especially for right boundaries), and acous-
tic cues scale up or down collectively to indicate different ex-
tents of phrasing, rather than being specific to certain levels of
phrasing. We discuss the findings’ implications in relation to
the prosodic hierarchy and the nature of the prosody-syntax in-
terface.
Index Terms: Prosodic phrasing, Prosody-Syntax interface,
syntactic parsing

1. Introduction
Prosody plays important roles in speech parsing and under-
standing. For human speakers, prosody helps with locating the
major syntactic boundaries [1, 2, 3], resolving syntactic ambi-
guity [4, 5], and syntactic bootstrapping during language acqui-
sition [6]. For speech technology, prosody helps improve the
accuracy in parsing [7]. Even though a close link between syn-
tactic boundaries and prosodic boundaries has been recognized
in prosodic theories [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], the nature of the mapping
between prosodic boundaries and syntactic boundaries remains
an unsettled question. In particular, the mapping between syn-
tax and prosody appears to be non-isomorphic, and mismatches
between syntax and prosody are very common. This challenge
is related to the representation of prosodic structure and syntac-
tic structure.

On the one hand, traditionally, prosodic phrasing hierarchy
has been defined as discrete categories [13, 14]. Since many
acoustic cues (e.g., duration) of prosodic boundaries are rather
gradient in nature, it is often up to debate how many phras-
ing levels are in the hierarchical structure and how each level is
defined acoustically. Both Mainstream American English and
Standard Mandarin are considered to have at least three levels
of prosodic phrasing: prosodic word, intermediate phrase (ip),
and intonational phrase (IP) [13] (Mandarin is proposed to have
two levels of intermediate phrases [15]), where each level of

prosodic phrasing is defined with specific boundary cues. For
example, in English, prosodic words are expected to have no fi-
nal lengthening and no pause. Between the two higher prosodic
hierarchies, IP is primarily associated with pause, and ip is
mostly associated with final lengthening. However, studies with
non-expert annotators suggest the agreement for boundary de-
tection is not high, especially for intermediate levels of phrasing
[16].

On the other hand, syntactic phrasal structures are often
modelled via a tree structure of branching XP’s (X-Phrases),
where X stands for the syntactic category of the head compo-
nent (e.g. Noun, Preposition, Verb, Complementizer, etc.), and
are thus defined as a hierarchy of categories. However, due to
the recursiveness and compositionality of syntactic phrases, an
XP of a certain syntactic category can be found at both higher
and lower levels of the syntactic tree. Conceivably, the syn-
tactic categories of the phrases do not have a good correlation
with prosodic boundaries. Indeed, as noted by [17] and [18],
almost any syntactic edge is a potential location for a prosodic
phrase boundary. Due to the recursiveness, a better proxy for
measuring the strength of the syntactic boundary is the depth of
the constituency trees (i.e. whether the boundary is located at a
major branch split).

Moreover, the syntax-prosody mapping is likely to be
language-specific. At the syntax level, [10, 19] proposed that
languages differ parametrically as to whether the left or right
edges (or both) of syntactic constituents are aligned with the
prosodic domains [10, 19]. For example, Japanese aligns to the
left boundary, while English aligns to the right. Empirically,
[16] indeed found that English listeners are more consistent in
detecting the right boundaries. At the acoustic level, it is also
well-known that the acoustic encoding of prosodic boundaries
is highly variable across languages.

Overall, there has been much theoretical discussion on the
nature of syntax-prosody mapping, but empirical studies on nat-
uralistic speech that directly address this issue are still very
few. Most studies were done based on a small number of sen-
tences, and very few production studies based on large-scale
continuous speech corpora have been done, because of the lack
of syntactically-parsed speech corpora. In this study, we built
two such corpora for English and Mandarin, and extracted the
acoustic and syntactic features for both languages. By explor-
ing how syntactic phrasing is mapping onto a high-dimensional
acoustic space of prosodic phrasing, we will provide valuable
empirical insight into the nature of syntax-prosody mapping.
Specifically, we test 1) whether there is a reliable correlation
between syntactic phrasing and prosodic phrasing; 2) whether
there are discrete hierarchies in the mapping between syntax
and prosody; 3) whether there is any boundary-alignment pref-
erence in the syntax-prosody mapping.
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To obtain a comprehensive understanding of the acoustic
space of prosodic phrasing, a wide range of acoustic cues were
examined in this study. We included domain-final cues such
as phrase-final lengthening and pause [14, 20, 21, 22], pitch
scaling cues [23, 13, 24, 25] as well as voice quality cues [21,
26, 27, 28]. We also included domain-initial relevant cues, such
as pitch reset and other domain-initial strengthening effects on
duration and voice quality [29, 30].

2. Methods
The lack of syntactically parsed speech corpora has made it dif-
ficult for researchers to conduct a large-scale cross-linguistic
analysis of the prosody-syntax interface. In this study, we ap-
proached this problem by building speech corpora of text in En-
glish and Mandarin that have already been fully syntactically
parsed according to the Penn Treebank [31] syntactic annota-
tion guidelines. The speech corpora for this study are fluent
read speech, which allows us to investigate sentences with rela-
tively complex syntactic structure, and at the same time rule out
the factor of disfluency which is a salient feature of conversa-
tional speech.

2.1. The English Corpus

For English, because Penn Treebank-style [31] syntactic anno-
tations were available from the 2nd edition of The Penn Parsed
Corpus of Modern British English (PPCMBE2) [32], a chapter
of Jane Austen’s Emma (volume II, chapter 10) has been cho-
sen for analysis. Fluent readings of the book by multiple readers
were available from LibriVox [33], a free public domain of au-
diobooks. The specific chapter has been read by 8 female and 1
male (7 female speakers read the entire chapter, while 1 female
and 1 male divided up parts to read.) native English speakers,
with a recording sampling frequency of 44.1kHz and sample
depth of 16-bit, except for one speaker (Speaker S8C2), whose
recording had a sampling rate of 22kHz. A total of 1680 sen-
tences (210 sentences each) were analyzed in this study.

2.2. The Chinese Corpus

A spoken corpus of the Chinese Tree Bank, consisting of seg-
mented, annotated, and parsed news article texts, was chosen
as the Mandarin corpus in this study. Similar to the English
corpus, Penn Treebank-style [31] syntactic annotations were
available from the Chinese Treebank 9.0 [34]. Because not all
speakers read the same number of passages and sentences, a
subset consisting of 9 passages (107 sentences long) read by
all 15 speakers (9 female) were chosen for acoustic analysis.
Matching the size of the English corpus, a total of 1448 sen-
tences were analyzed for Mandarin. Speakers in the corpus
were all native Mandarin speakers who achieved Class 2 Level
1 or better on the Putonghua Shuiping Ceshi (the national stan-
dard Mandarin proficiency test). The recordings were made in
a sound-treated booth at Shanghai JiaoTong University, using
the software SpeechRecorder. The sampling frequency of the
recordings was 44.1kHz, with a sample depth of 16-bit.

2.3. Syntactic constituency and boundary strength

Under the Penn Treebank guidelines, the constituency parsings
of the sentences are represented by left and right brackets that
group words that belong to the same constituents and syntactic
phrases in the sentences. An example of an English sentence’s
Penn Treebank-style parsings, as well as a tree representation

of the sentence is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An example of the syntactic constituency parsings
(top) and a tree representation (bottom) of a sentence from Jane
Austen’s Emma. (ID AUSTEN-1815-2,162.288)

As can be seen in this example, since each word is a con-
stituent of its own, every word has at least one left and right
bracket. Any additional brackets for the words come from ad-
ditional branching nodes. Words located at the edges of larger
syntactic constituents have a greater number of brackets. We
therefore counted the number of left and right brackets between
each pair of consecutive words to use as proxies for the depth of
the syntactic structure and the strength of the syntactic edges.

2.4. Acoustic features

Praat was used to extract acoustic measures. The HMM-based
Mandarin forced-aligner [35] was used to align the Mandarin
speech, and the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner [36] was
used to force align English speech. A wide range of acoustic
measures that are related to prosodic phrasing was extracted:
(i) the pause duration at the boundary min-max normalized
for each passage; the average syllable duration of the (ii) pre-
boundary and (iii) post-boundary words, standardized for each
speaker and passage; (iv-v) the post-boundary word’s maxi-
mum F0 (fundamental frequency)/SPL (sound pressure level)
minus the pre-boundary word’s minimum F0/SPL, standardized
for each speaker and passage to capture effects of phrase initial
strengthening (e.g. pitch reset); and the difference between the
mean spectral tilt and (vi) Cepstral Peak Prominence-Smoothed
(CPPS) of the pre- and post- boundary word, standardized for
each speaker and passage. Spectral tilt was measured by the
(vii) alpha ratio—the level difference between the 1kHz-5kHz
region and that of the 50 Hz-1kHz region, and (viii) L1-L0—
the level difference between the first formant region (defined as
between 300 Hz and 800 Hz) and the fundamental frequency
region (defined as between 0 Hz and 300 Hz). Methods for
extracting (vi-viii) and their effectiveness as measures of voice
quality are explored in [37].

3. Results
The high-dimensional acoustic space for prosodic phrasing is
modeled with principal component analysis (PCA), with the
number of left or right brackets introduced in the plots as quali-
tative variables, to investigate how the variance explained by the
first few principal components (PCs) aligns with the strength of
the syntactic boundaries. Since Mandarin speech data and En-
glish speech data in this study are in different styles (news vs.
novel), separate PCA models were fitted for each language.
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3.1. English

The first three PCs account for 22.1%, 18.7% and 12.5% of the
variance. Due to space limitations, here we focus on the first
two PCs. Figure 2 plots the first two principal components for
English phrasing.1 To illustrate the effect of syntactic brack-
ets, the acoustic space in Figure 2 is color-coded twice, by left
and right bracket counts. Variations in the data points are repre-
sented using ellipses drawing a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 2: English PCA model by Left and Right bracket counts.
Labels represent the number of brackets. Figures with PC3 are
available online in the link in footnote 1.

As shown in Figure 2, although the acoustic space is gener-
ally continuous and gradient, the effects of the number of syn-
tactic brackets can be clearly observed. For right brackets, there
is a clear trend that the bracket counts line up in a linear order
in the space along both PC1 and PC2. As summarized in Table
1, F0, intensity, voice quality cues in PC1 and durational cues
(pause and final lengthening) in PC2 all significantly contribute
to the phrasing. Left brackets mostly map onto PC1, although
syntactic boundary has a rather weak effect. There is a cluster
for bracket counts 2-4, with 1 and 5 brackets on either end of the
cluster. Both results suggest that boundary edge strength could
be modelled in the acoustic space, along both PC1 and PC2.

Since pause is a highly salient cue in boundary perception
[38] and also a highly relevant cue for PC2, we removed to-
kens with pauses to evaluate whether the lining up of syntac-
tic boundaries is pause driven. The PCA results with pause
tokens excluded are illustrated in Figure 3. PC1 (25.0%) and
PC2 (17.5%) account for 42.5% of the variance in the data.
Results are similar to the model with pauses. Left brackets
show a cluster for brackets 2-4, with 1 and 5 on either ends
differing in both PCs. Results are less linear for right brack-
ets; however, clustering among lower bracket counts and higher
bracket counts is still apparent. For the model with pauses ex-
cluded, as summarized in Table 1, PC1 is still mostly correlated
to voice quality cues (Diff.CPPS: r = 0.56; Diff:L1L0: r = 0.45;
Diff.Alpha: 0.36), while PC2 is most correlated with phrase ini-
tial strengthening related measures (Diff.MaxMinSPL: r = 0.55;
Diff.MaxMinF0: r = 0.53).

The effects of syntactic bracketing with and without pause
tokens were further examined using linear mixed effects mod-
els. We predict the first two PCs with Left brackets and Right
brackets as numeric main effects, random intercepts by speak-
ers were included. Results showed significant main effects of
left (PC1:β = -1.439e-01, SE = 1.489e-02, p <2e-16; PC2: β
= 3.327e-01, SE = 1.279e-02, p <2e-16) and right (PC1: β =
2.347e-01, SE = 1.312e-02, p <2e-16; PC2: β = 4.842e-01,

1Supplementary plots for PC1 through PC3 may be found here:
https://osf.io/b84kq/

Figure 3: English PCA model with pauses removed, by Left and
Right bracket counts. Labels represent the number of brackets.
Plots with PC3 (14.5%) are available online.

SE = 1.127e-02, p <2e-16) brackets for both PC1 and PC2 in
the pause included model. The same significant main effects of
left (PC1:β = -3.052e-01, SE = 1.545e-02, p < 2e-16; PC2: β
= 1.095e-01, SE = 1.300e-02, p < 2e-16) and right (PC1: β
= -8.257e-02, SE = 1.829e-02, p = 6.4e-06; PC2: β = 2.031e-
01, SE = 1.539e-02, p < 2e-16) brackets were also found in the
pause excluded models. These results suggest that acoustic cues
other than pauses are effective in indicating syntactic phrasing.

3.2. Mandarin

The same PCA models were run based on the Mandarin data
set to explore the mapping between the syntactic brackets and
the acoustic space. The first two PCs (PC1:25.0%; PC2:17.1%)
of the full PCA model with pauses included are illustrated in
Figure 4, color-coded by left and right brackets.

Figure 4: Mandarin PCA model by Left and Right bracket
counts. Labels represent the number of brackets. Plots with
PC3 (13.1%) are available online.

Figure 4 shows that left bracket counts are also clustered
by low and high bracket counts, similar to results from English.
One complication is that 5 brackets pattern with 1-2 brackets.
For right brackets, a clear linear order by bracket count vary-
ing mostly along PC1 can be observed. As summarized in Ta-
ble 1, PC1 is correlated with the maximum intensity and F0
difference across the boundary (i.e., reset effect), pause dura-
tion (Norm.Pause: r = 0.50), and pre-boundary syllable duration
(Prev.AvgSylDur: r = 0.30). On the other hand, PC2, which is
most correlated with spectral slope cues (Diff.Alpha: r = 0.70;
Diff.L1L0: r = 0.65), is less relevant to the syntactic bracketing.

To evaluate whether the boundary effects remain with-
out pauses, PCA model (PC1:21.4%; PC2:19.7%) results with
pauses excluded are illustrated in Figure 5. Results show that
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similar clustering effects are found for left brackets, with 1, 2,
and 5 brackets forming an initial cluster, and higher bracket
counts differ further away along PC1. A general ordering of
right brackets in the acoustic space is also observed. For both
left and right brackets, 8-9 bracket counts vary further away
from the rest of the brackets. With pause tokens excluded,
left brackets mostly vary along PC1, which is correlated with
phrase initial strengthening related measures (Diff.MaxMinF0:
r = 0.63; Diff.MaxMinSPL: r = 0.63); right brackets mostly
vary along PC2, which is correlated with spectral slope cues
(Diff.L1L0: r = 0.67; Diff.Alpha: r = 0.66).

Figure 5: Mandarin PCA model with pauses removed, by Left
and Right bracket counts. Labels represent the number of
brackets. Plots with PC3 (15.5%) are available online.

Linear mixed effects models with the same specifications
as the English models were fitted to test whether bracket count
can predict each PC. For the pause included model, significant
main effects of both left (PC1: β = 1.615e-01, SE = 5.670e-03,
p <2e-16, PC2: β = -3.130e-02, SE = 4.872e-03, p <0.001)
and right (PC1: β = 2.912e-01, SE = 6.543e-03, p <2e-16,
PC2: β = 1.153e-01, SE = 5.622e-0, p <2e-16) brackets for
both PCs were found. For the models without pauses, sig-
nificant main effects of left (β = 9.692e-02, SE = 5.732e-03,
p <2e-16) and right (β = -1.071e-01, SE = 8.030e-03, p <2e-
16) brackets were found for PC1, but only a significant main
effect of right bracket (β = 1.521e-01, SE = 7.727e-03, p <2e-
16) but not left (β = -8.680e-03, SE = 5.515e-03, p = 0.116) was
found for PC2.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
This study provides empirical understandings of the mapping
between the strength of syntactic boundary and prosodic phras-
ing by examining syntactically-parsed speech corpora of Man-
darin and English. First of all, the acoustic space of the
prosodic phrasing is rather continuous and gradient in general,
and high dimensional cues (pause, final-lengthening, pitch re-
set, intensity, voice quality) collectively contribute to the phras-
ing. Secondly, for both English and Mandarin, there is a clear
correlation between syntactic bracketing and prosodic cues –
larger syntactic boundaries are produced with stronger prosodic
boundary cues. And for both English and Mandarin, the syntax-
prosody mapping is much stronger for the right boundaries than
for the left boundaries. This finding is consistent with the no-
tion that Mandarin and English syntactic boundaries are aligned
with the right edges of the prosodic domains, and also consistent
with our previous perception results that English and Mandarin
listeners are more consistent in perceiving the right boundaries
[38]. Moreover, left and right edges of the syntactic boundaries
seem to have different effects on the prosodic phrasing. For

Table 1: Summary of top 5 loadings for PC1-3 in 4 PCA models.

English Mandarin

Pauses Included

PC1 Diff.CPPS: 0.47 Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.55
Diff.L1L0: 0.46 Diff.MaxMinF0: 0.51
Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.42 Norm.Pause: 0.50
Diff.MaxMinF0: 0.38 Prev.AvgSylDur: 0. 30
Diff.Alpha: 0.31 Diff.CPPS: 0.25

PC2 Prev.AvgSylDur: 0.56 Diff.Alpha: 0.70
Norm.Pause: 0.49 Diff.L1L0: 0.65
Diff.CPPS: -0.34 Next.AvgSylDur: -0.25
Diff.Alpha: -0.32 Diff.CPPS: 0.16
Diff.MaxMinF0: 0.31 Diff.MaxMinSPL: -0.07

PC3 Diff.Alpha: 0.68 Diff.CPPS: -0.73
Diff.MaxMinSPL: -0.44 Prev.AvgSylDur: 0.61
Prev.AvgSylDur: 0.30 Diff.L1L0: 0.19
Diff.L1L0: 0.29 Diff.MaxMinF0: -0.16
Next.AvgSylDur: -0.25 Next.AvgSylDur: -0.10

Pauses Excluded

PC1 Diff.CPPS: 0.56 Diff.MaxMinF0: 0.63
Diff.L1L0: 0.45 Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.63
Diff.Alpha: 0.36 Next.AvgSylDur: 0.26
Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.32 Diff.CPPS: 0.24
Next.AvgSylDur: 0.32 Diff.Alpha: -0.20

PC2 Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.55 Diff.L1L0: 0.67
Diff.MaxMinF0: 0.53 Diff.Alpha: 0.66
Diff.Alpha: -0.48 Next.AvgSylDur: -0.25
Prev.AvgSylDur: 0.32 Diff.CPPS: 0.20
Diff.L1L0: 0.17 Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.08

PC3 Diff.L1L0: 0.55 Prev.AvgSylDur: 0.68
Diff.Alpha: 0.44 Diff.CPPS: -0.67
Diff.AvgSylDur: -0.43 Diff.L1L0: 0.23
Diff.MaxMinSPL: -0.34 Diff.MaxMinSPL: 0.10
Diff.CPPS: -0.28 Diff.MaxMinF0: -0.09

both languages, while left brackets show clustering of large vs.
small boundaries, right brackets exhibit a more gradient scaling
effect. In addition, since pause was found to be a determinant
cue in boundary perception, we examined the phonetic spaces
with and without pause tokens. The results suggest that pause is
an important cue for both left boundary and right boundary, as
the phonetic differences among syntactic boundaries are much
smaller when pause tokens were excluded; but syntactic bound-
ary effects were still maintained. Furthermore, acoustic cues
are not specified for different syntactic levels. For example,
pause is rather gradient, and contributes to the phrasing of all
levels of syntactic boundaries. Cue trading between pause and
other acoustic cues was not observed. Longer pauses are corre-
lated with longer final lengthening and greater pitch reset. All
acoustic cues scale up or down collectively for relative larger or
smaller phrasing boundaries. In sum, there is a direct mapping
between syntactic and prosodic phrasing, but the mapping ap-
pears to be more on a gradient scale. Finally, although English
and Mandarin largely share similar mechanisms, there is also
some language variation. For example, pause is more strongly
correlated with syntactic boundaries for Mandarin than for En-
glish, suggesting that the stronger role of pause in boundary
perception for Mandarin [38] is rooted in production.
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